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Once in a Lifetime:  
the Date of the Wayland�s Smithy Long Barrow

Those excavations revealed that the trapezoidal long 
mound, with a single transepted megalithic chamber 
at its southern end (Wayland�s Smithy II), had been 
built over, and had concealed, an earlier oval barrow 
with a sarsen and timber mortuary area (Wayland�s 
Smithy I) (Fig. 1).

Wayland�s Smithy I

The mortuary structure, containing substantial hu-
man remains (see below), was covered by a small 
oval barrow of chalk rubble and earth, derived from 
twoやcurvedやSankingやditches╆やTheやstructureやitselfやwasや
deRnedやbyやaやrectangularやpavedやareaやofやsarsenやslabs╇や
Sankedや andや partiallyや overlainや atや itsや edgesや byや twoや
linear sarsen cairns. The north and south margins of 
the paved area were marked by two large D-shaped 
post pits. Atkinson (1965, 130) interpreted these fea-
tures as part of a tent-like structure with a ridge and 

AlasdairやWhimle╇やAlexやBaylissや╄やMichaelやWysocki

Twenty-three radiocarbon results are now available from the Wayland�s Smithy long barrow, 
and are presented within an interpretive Bayesian statistical framework. Four alternative 
archaeological interpretations of the sequence are considered, each with a separate Baye-
sianやmodel╇やthoughやonlyやtwoやareやpresentedやinやdetail╆やTheやdiTerencesやareやbasedやonやdiTerentや
readings of the sequence of Wayland�s Smithy II. In our preferred interpretation of the 
sequence, the primary mortuary structure was some kind of lidded wooden box, accessible 
for deposition over a period of time, and then closed by the mound of Wayland�s Smithy 
I; Wayland�s Smithy II was a unitary construction, with transepted chambers, secondary 
kerb and secondary ditches all constructed together. In the Bayesian model for this inter-
pretation, deposition began in the earlier thirty-sixth century cal. кл, and probably lasted 
for a generation. A gap of probably 40�100 yearsやensued╇やbeforeやtheやRrstやsmallやmoundや
was constructed in 3520�3470 cal. кл╆やAWerやanotherやgap╇やprobablyやofやonlyや1�35 years, 
the second phase of the monument was probably constructed in the middle to later part of 
theやthirtyまRWhやcenturyやcal╆やкл (3460�3400 cal. кл), and its use probably extended to the 
middle decades of the thirty-fourth century cal. кл. Results are discussed in relation to the 

localやseming╇やtheやnatureやofやmortuaryやritesやandやtheやcreationやofやtradition╆や

The Wayland�s Smithy long barrow lies some 25 km 
northeast of the West Kennet long barrow, along the 
Ridgeway, close to the north scarp of the Downs above 
the Vale of the White Horse in southern Oxfordshire 
(SU 2811 8536; 51°33'59" N, 01°35'45" W). With its near-
est neighbour, the Lambourn long barrow, about 5 km 
toやtheやsoutheast╇やtheやmonumentやmoreやorやlessやdeRnesや
the southeastern limits of the Cotswold-Severn group 
of chambered tombs (Corcoran 1969a,b; Darvill 2004; 
Whimleやｱｹｹｱ《╆や

The monument is as well known as West Ken-
net and the site has a long history, going back to its 
Rrstやmentionや inや aや charterやofやKingやEadred╇やdatedや toや 
ймや955, and antiquarian observations by Aubrey, Wise, 
ColtやHoareやandやothers╆やTheやRrstやrecordedやexcavationsや
wereや inや ｱｹｱｹむｲｰや 〉Peersや╄や Smithや ｱｹｲｱ《╆や Thisや hasや allや
beenやsummarizedやbyやWhimleや〉ｱｹｹｱ《╇やwhoやpresentedや
the full report of excavations undertaken in 1962 
andや ｱｹｶｳや byや Stuartや Piggomや andや RichardやAtkinson╆や
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pitched roof, similar to the reconstruction proposed by 
Ashbee (1966) for Fussell�s Lodge. Immediately to the 
south of the mortuary structure, a double row of small 
postholes was taken as evidence of a raised exposure 
platform, where successive cadavers could have been 
leWやtoやdecomposeや〉Atkinsonやｱｹｶｵ╇やｱｳｰ《╆

Although it was not explicitly stated as such 
by Atkinson (1965), his reconstruction meant that 
the accumulated human material from the �expo-
sure platform� had to have been deposited en masse 
at about the time that the ridge-roofed structure 

was being built, since the two split-
trunkやpostsやatやeitherやendやeTectivelyや
deny continuing access to the envis-
agedやRnishedやandやclosedや】mortuaryや
house�. This is certainly implicit in 
the observation that �At the time 
of deposition, the condition of the 
bodies clearly varied from nearly 
complete articulation to complete 
disintegration into individual bones� 
(Atkinson 1965, 127). In this inter-
pretation of the site, the barrow was 
built up around the mortuary house 
immediatelyや aWerや bothや theや lamer‒sや
construction and the placing of the 
mortuary deposit within. 

Whimleや 〉ｱｹｹｱ╇や ｹｳむｴ╉や followingや
Kinnesや ｱｹｷｵ╉や andやHodderや╄や Shandや
1988; and see Kinnes 1992), on the 
other hand, preferred an alternative 
interpretation, where the mortuary 
structure features represented a 
�linear box-like mortuary, perhaps 
roofed or lidded ...� with a possible 
sequence of development from an 
initial shrine defined by the two 
facingや Dまshapedや posts╆や InやWhimle‒sや
reconstruction, successive deposits of 
human remains, placed directly into 
the mortuary area over an extended 
period, were suggested as the most 
likelyやprocess╇やandやtheやspeciRcやnatureや
and relationship of the two rows of 
�exposure platform� post holes was 
leWやopenや〉Whimleやｱｹｹｱ╇やｷｱ《╆やEventu-
ally the mortuary structure was bur-
iedやbeneathやaやlowやmoundやaWerや】╆╆╆やanや
interval (perhaps determined by the 
robustness or otherwise of the timber 
used and perhaps to be measured in 
generations《や╆╆╆‒や〉Whimleやｱｹｹｱ╇やｹｴ《╆

Wayland�s Smithy II

The mound of Wayland�s Smithy II had been set out 
toやfollowやtheやsameやSSEのNNWやalignmentやasやtheやearlierや
Wayland�s Smithy I monument, buried beneath. Like 
West Kennet, Wayland�s Smithy II is exceptional in hav-
ing a megalithic façade of large, upright sarsens at the 
entrance to its stone-built chamber, a feature not seen 
elsewhereやinやsouthernやEngland╇やthoughやitやisやfoundやinや
the Clyde and Carlingford cairns of western Scotland 
andやIrelandや〉Corcoranやｱｹｶｹa╇やｵｳ╉やbutやseeやalsoやPiggomや

Figure 1. Plan of Wayland�s Smithy.
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1958, 240, for other possible examples in the Avebury 
region). The chamber consists of a narrow and partially 
constricted orthostatic passage, leading to a pair of 
transepted chambers aligned east�west. This cruciform 
structure is set into the southern end of a trapezoidal 
mound╇やaやlimleやshortやofやｵｵやmやinやlength╇やmadeやofやchalk╇や
earth and some small amounts of sarsen stones. The 
perimeterや ofや theやmoundや isや deRnedや byや aや continuousや
semingやofやsarsenやkerbまstonesやandやtheやlongやsidesやofやtheや
monumentやareやSankedやbyやsteepまsided╇やSatまbomomedや
ditches, from which the bulk of the mound material 
hadやbeenやderivedや〉Whimleやｱｹｹｱ╇やｸｱむｴ《╆

The human skeletal remains

IdentiRcationやandやnumberingやofやhumanやmaterialやhereや
followsやtheやschemeやpresentedやinやBrothwellや╄やCullenや
(1991). The terms �articulation� and �articulated� are 
used in their archaeological sense, referring to bones 
which, upon excavation, lay in correct anatomical 
position and spatial association relative to one an-
other, indicating that they were articulated when 
deposited.

The previously disturbed and ransacked tran-
septed chamber of Wayland�s Smithy II was emptied 
during poorly recorded excavations in 1919�20 (Peers 
╄やSmithやｱｹｲｱ《╉やtheやmajorityやofやtheやexcavatedやhumanや
remains removed at that time have since been lost, 
with the exception of two skulls archived at the Natu-
ralやHistoryやMuseumや〉Whimleやｱｹｹｱ╇や tableやｳ╉やandやseeや
below). The excavations in 1962�3 by Atkinson and 
Piggomや revealedや theや earlierや barrowや andや recoveredや
from it a substantial, undisturbed, mortuary deposit. 
A comprehensive, and, for its time, exceptional, bone 
reportや〉Brothwellや╄やCullenやｱｹｹｱ《╇やcompletedやc. 1967, 
wasやeventuallyやpublishedやinやWhimleや〉ｱｹｹｱ《╆

Whileや Whimle‒sや 〉ｱｹｹｱ《や paperや remainsや theや de-
Rnitiveやaccountやofやtheやmonument‒sやexcavation╇やsubse-
quent re-examination of the Wayland�s Smithy human 
skeletalやarchiveやbyやWysockiやandやWhimleやshowsやthatや
the original bone report is in need of some revisions 
(Figs. 2�3). These will be presented in more detail else-
whereや〉Wysockiや╄やWhimleやinやprep╆《╇やandやaやsummaryや
of the salient points is presented here:
1. a number of age estimates and sex assessments 

presented in the original bone report (Brothwell 
╄やCullenやｱｹｹｱ《やrequireやadjustment╉

2. a small number of individual bones were wrongly 
identiRedやorやmisまsided╉

ｳ╆や aやSintやprojectileやtipや〉probablyやfromやaやleafまshapedや
arrowhead) is embedded in a male innominate 
(bone group 12, probably the same individual as 
dated sample 13: see below);

ｴ╆や noneやofやtheやhumanやskeletalやsmallまRndsやgivenやthreeや
digitやRndsやnumbersや〉commencingやwithや》ｰｰ『ｱ╇やthenや
ｱｵｵやandやculminatingやwithやｸｹｲ《やinやBrothwellや╄やCul-
len (1991, 72, 75) are from the Wayland�s Smithy I 
mortuary deposits, as was intimated in that report. 
The material in fact represents residual human re-
mains excavated in 1962�3 from the west chamber, 
terminal chamber and passage of Wayland�s Smithy 
II╇やscamersやofやhumanやboneやfromやtheやtopsoil╇やandやhu-
man material recovered from other contexts.

As a consequence, ideas or conclusions about demog-
raphy, bone survival rates, burial rites, taphonomy, 
the nature of the mortuary population and Neolithic 
perceptions of the monument require re-appraisal. 
As far as this paper is concerned the following points 
areやsigniRcant╆

Wayland�s Smithy I
Whenや Rrstや exposed╇や theやmortuaryや deposits╇や undis-
turbed since the time of sealing beneath the barrow 
mound╇や consistedや ofや aやmassや ofや stratiRedや andや com-
mingled skeletal material occupying, in broad terms, 
the central part of the paved mortuary area (strictly 
speakingやthisやmainやdepositionalやmassやlayやjustやtoやtheや
north of centre). The northern end of the mortuary 
Soorやwasやoccupiedやbyやaやsingle╇やdiscrete╇やarticulatedや
inhumation (bone group PB/WS1)1 in crouched pos-
ture, skull to the south, nether regions virtually abut-
tingやtheやSatやfacadeやofやtheやDまshapedやpostやmarkingやtheや
northern limit of the mortuary area. The southern half 
of the mortuary area was empty. Both northern and 
southern margins of the central mortuary deposits are 
sharplyやdeRned╇やwithやminimalやoverspill╇やsuggestingや
the existence at the time of deposition of some kind of 
barrierやorやspatialやdemarcationや〉seeやWhimleやｱｹｹｱ╇やRgs╆や
5, 7; pls. 8a, 9a, 11a).

The minimum number of individuals represented 
by the remains in the Wayland�s Smithy I mortuary 
structure is 14; this is also very likely the absolute 
numberやofやindividuals╆やElevenやmales╇やtwoやfemalesやandやaや
child, in various states of completeness, are consistently 
represented by both cranial and postcranial remains 
and demographic indicators. A number of individuals 
(e.g. bone groups PB/WS1, PB/WS2, PB/WS7, PB/WS11) 
are largely complete and their surviving skeletal parts 
can be re-assembled. High frequencies of vertebrae 
and small bones of the hand and foot, as well as a few 
hyoid bones, and anatomical associations, indicate that 
these four, at the very least╇やwereやdepositedやasやSeshedや
or only partially decomposed corpses, and it is highly 
likely that the majority of other individuals were also 
deposited in similar condition even though lost associa-
tions, displacement and missing or incomplete bones 
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Figure 2. The mortuary deposit of Wayland�s Smithy I.
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makeやthisやpointやdiUcultやtoやdemonstrateやconclusivelyや
〉cf╆やMaysやｱｹｹｸ╇やｲｶむｳｱ《╆

It appears that a number of individuals were 
piled one on top of another; many of the skeletal 
remains overlap in a complex, intermingled, stratigra-
phy that was excavated as four layers (Fig. 2). It should 
be stressed, however, that these �layers� are artefacts of 
the excavation process and can serve to complicate as 
much as clarify the taphonomy of Wayland�s Smithy 
I; fundamentally the �layers� represent the phased 
orderや inやwhichや skeletalや elementsやwereや liWed╆やThus╇や
while some skeletal parts overlay one another in 
stratigraphic order commensurate with layer number, 
various other elements assigned to the top, second and 
third �layers� were in fact basal deposits or individual 
specimensやthatやwereやinやcontactやwithやtheやsarsenやSoor╆や
Equally╇やoverlappingやelementsやfromやtheやsameやdiscreteや
individualやareやdispersedやbetweenやdiTerentや】layers‒やandや
assigned to various bone groups. As a result, some 
spatial and anatomical associations of individual ele-
ments have been lost or obscured.

There has also been displacement horizontally 
and vertically throughout the assemblage, both of 
individual and grouped bones, through the interaction 
of various agencies such as gravity, voids created by 
theやdecompositionやofや soWや tissues╇やdisturbanceや fromや
successiveやdeposition╇やandやtheやslumpやandやsemlingやofや
overlying barrow material, all of these creating further 
confusion. For example, individual PB/WS7 (a young 
adult male) is largely represented by skeletal parts 
adjacentやtoやtheやwestやmarginやofやtheやmortuaryやarea╇やbutや
his disarticulated right upper limb was located some 
30�40 cm to the east and was assigned to discrete 
group B in the original report (in Figure 2, presented 
here, this has been corrected and the upper limb bones 
colour-coded as PB/WS7).

The remains of the child, however, are incom-
pleteや andやwereや foundや somewhatや scameredやandやdis-
persedや throughoutや theや assemblageや 〉seeやWysockiや╄や
Whimleやinやprep╆《╆やSomeやofやtheやsmallやunfusedやepiphysesや
are present, suggesting that this individual may have 
been partially articulated when deposited or that at the 
very least some connective tissue and cartilage were 
still intact. Dispersal in this instance could be because 
originallyやarticulatedやpartsやwereやscameredやorやtossedや
aside as further individuals were deposited, but it is 
equally if not perhaps more likely that this individual 
was already largely disarticulated when placed in the 
mortuary area. Furthermore, two individuals, a male 
(contraやBrothwellや╄やCullenやｱｹｹｱ《やrepresentedやbyやaやpel-
vic girdle and pair of femora designated group G, and 
a second male represented by a pair of femora (group 
C), were certainly already incomplete, at least partially 

dismembered and scavenged by canids when depos-
ited. In the case of the individual represented by group 
C, canid scavenging may have taken place with the 
remnants of the corpse already in an advanced state 
of decomposition/skeletonization and disarticulation 
whenやdepositedやinやtheやmortuaryやareaや〉seeやWysockiや╄や
Whimleやinやprep╆《╆

A number of bones display varying degrees of 
geochemical erosion, those from the basal layers be-
ing the most heavily eroded, and many individual 
elements are also fragmentary and/or incomplete. It 
seems very likely therefore that some missing bones 
are the result of destructive geochemical and pressure-
loading processes operating within the mortuary area 
over time; some missing bones are presumably the 
result of canid scavenging of a limited number of in-
dividuals and some are analytically absent, inasmuch 
as severe fragmentation and erosion have rendered 
themやunidentiRable╆や

ThreeやleafまshapedやSintやarrowheads╇やwithやmissingや
tips, were recovered from Wayland�s Smithy I (Atkin-
son 1965, 130), though precise contextual information 
was never published. Recent enquiries have revealed 
that details of their locations were recorded on Read-
ingやMuseumやServicesやaccessionやcards╈やoneやfromやboneや
group Q (sample ws14), one on the right innominate 
from bone group 12 (probably sample ws13) and the 
third from the pelvis of bone group 10 (possibly sam-
pleやwsｱｵ《や〉JillやGreenawayやpers╆やcomm╆《╆やSchultingや╄や
Wysockiや〉ｲｰｰｵ《やhaveやproposedやthatやtheやdeSeshedやandや
disarticulated interment frequently encountered in 
Neolithic collective burials, and occasional evidence of 
canidやscavengingや〉Whimleや╄やWysockiやｱｹｹｸ╉やSchultingや
╄やWysockiやｲｰｰｵ╉やthisやpaper《╇やmayやbeやaやconsequenceやofや
the problems of ensuring rapid recovery of slain indi-
vidualsやfromやscenesやofやconSictやratherやthanやofやformalや
acts of excarnation and secondary burial. The new 
evidenceやofやanやembeddedやSintやprojectileやtip╇やfromやtheや
ventral surface of the right ilium (innominate) of bone 
groupやｱｲや〉theやprojectileやenteredやthroughやtheやabdomen╉や
there is no evidence of bone remodelling or healing), 
may help sustain such arguments. It certainly further 
calls into the question the once conventional view that 
SintやarrowheadsやfoundやamongstやNeolithicやmortuaryや
remainsや areや votiveや oTeringsや 〉Greenや ｱｹｸｰ╇や tableや IV╇や
lists 136 examples). Although all the material from 
bone groups associated with the Wayland�s Smithy 
arrowheads, as well as bone groups overlying those 
contexts╇やwereやsubjectやtoやintenseやscrutiny╇やnoやfurtherや
evidenceやofやembeddedやprojectileやtipsやwasやfound╆やAsや
Schultingや ╄や Wysockiや 〉ｲｰｰｵ《や explain╇や however╇や theや
chances of striking arrowheads leaving such unequiv-
ocal evidence in ancient bone are fairly low. 
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Wayland�s Smithy II
Veryや limleや canやbeや saidやaboutや theやmortuaryやdepositsや
in Wayland�s Smithy II. The 1919�20 excavations re-
portedやbyやPeersや╄やSmithや〉ｱｹｲｱ《やwereやofやdubiousやqual-
ity and their account relates to previously disturbed 
deposits, subsequently lost.

Theやmajorityやofやextantやmaterialやnowやrecognizedや
as belonging to the Wayland�s Smithy II interments 
wasや excavatedや duringや theや Rrstや season‒sや diggingや inや
1962. It was held in archive, each sub-assemblage or 
bone group packed separately and accompanied by a 
labelやwithやRndsやnumberや〉asやreportedやinやWhimleやｱｹｹｱ《╇や
contextual description, occasional co-ordinates and/
orやcumingやnumber╇やdateやand╇やfrequently╇やtheやRnder‒sや
name. Full details will be presented elsewhere (Wys-
ockiや╄やWhimleやinやprep╆《╇やandやmostやofやtheseやscrapsやandや
fragmentsやhaveやbeenやidentiRedやandやlistedやinやBrothwellや
╄やCullenや 〉ｱｹｹｱ╇やｷｵ《╆やAllやweやcanやsayやhereや isや thatや theや
chambers contained multiple interments and that 
males╇や femalesや andや juvenilesやwereや represented╆やWeや
can also note that small bones of the hand and foot 
constitute some 40 per cent of the residual material 
recovered from Wayland�s Smithy II.

Theや reまprovenancingや ofや theseや remainsや oTeredや
the very welcome opportunity of dating both phases 
of mortuary use at the site, the skulls recovered from 
Wayland�s Smithy II in 1919�20 and held at the Natural 
HistoryやMuseumやbeingやheavilyやvarnishedやandやjudgedや
unlikely to yield reliable dates. However, only three 
sub-assemblages were considered to be securely 
enoughやstratiRedやtoやmeetやtheやrequirementsやofやthisやdat-
ing programme. Finds 294 and 295 are both labelled 
undisturbedやRllやfromやN╆やcornerやofやW╆やchamber, the mate-
rial consisting of small cranial and postcranial adult 
fragments. Find 308 is labelled undisturbedやRllやfromやWや
corner of W. chamber, material consisting of cranial frag-
ments, some fragmentary vertebrae, a few parts from 
the axial skeleton and carpal and tarsal bones. In terms 
of contents all three assemblages are similar to other 
examples of residual scraps of human remains, missed 
byやearlierやexcavatorsやandやoWenやrecoveredやinやsubsequentや
reまexcavationsや〉seeやWhimleや╄やWysockiやｱｹｹｸやandやSavilleや
1979 for example). Other contexts containing scraps of 
human bone are less secure, labelled variously central 
passageやreまRll, disturbedやrubbleやRll, disturbedやRllやbelowやtop-
soil, terminalやchamberやRll and topsoil. 

Objectives

Further dating at Wayland�s Smithy was undertaken 
to aid in the presentation of this important monu-
ment╇やinやtheやcareやofやEnglishやHeritage╆やMethodologicalや
advances in radiocarbon dating and the interpretation 

of radiocarbon dates which have been made in the last 
decade or so (Bayliss, Bronk Ramsey et al. this issue) 
provide the potential to produce much more precise 
dating for such monuments than was previously pos-
sibleや〉Baylissや╄やBronkやRamseyやｲｰｰｴ╉やBaylissやet al. 1997). 
The reassessment of the human bone assemblage 
described above also made this research timely.

SpeciRcally╇や theや newや datingや programmeや wasや
designedやtoやaddressやtheやfollowingやobjectives╈
•	 to establish the date and span of use of the mortu-

ary deposits in Wayland�s Smithy I;
•	 to establish the date of construction of Wayland�s 

Smithy II;
•	 to clarify the chronological interval between the 

two monuments;
•	 to establish the relative position of Wayland�s 

Smithy I and Wayland�s Smithy II in the typological 
sequence of long barrows and long cairns (Cor-
coran 1969b; Ashbee 1970; Darvill 1982; Saville 
1990; Thomas 1991);

•	 to determine the chronological relationship be-
tween Wayland�s Smithy II and the transepted 
chambers at West Kennet.

Previous dating

The excavations byや Atkinsonや andや Piggomや showedや
thatやsomeやRllやhadやaccumulatedやinやtheやditchesやSankingや
Wayland�s Smithy I before the second monument was 
constructedや overや themや 〉Whimleや ｱｹｹｱ╇や ｸｰ《╆や Charcoalや
from a branch or small trunk recovered from the 
ditch-silt of Wayland�s Smithy I, thought to have been 
part of the burning episode associated with clearance 
prior to the construction of the secondary barrow, pro-
duced a radiocarbon date of 3890�3120 cal. кл (I�14682; 
4770±130 кш). The imprecise nature of this single date 
meantやthatやlimleやmoreやcouldやbeやsaidやotherやthanやthatや
�both phases can be placed in general terms in the mid 
4th millennium кл‒や〉Whimleやｱｹｹｱ╇やｸｱ《╆

Sampling

The existing imprecise absolute dating evidence from 
Wayland�s Smithy meant that the simulations of the 
likely chronology of the monument built to inform 
the initial selection of samples were based on limited 
information. For this reason, a preliminary series of 
RWeenや samplesやwasや submimedや forや datingやめや bonesや
from six individuals buried in Wayland�s Smithy I and 
four individuals buried in Wayland�s Smithy II, and 
Rveやantlerやsamplesやassociatedやwithやtheやconstructionや
of the barrow ditches and mounds. Simulation sug-
gested that this was the minimum number of samples 
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likelyや toやprovideやdatingやofや suUcientlyやhighや resolu-
tionやtoやmeetやtheやobjectivesやofやtheやdatingやprogramme╆や
Stratigraphic relationships were available to provide a 
relative chronology for all of these samples, including 
an internal sequence of interment within the mortuary 
structure of Wayland�s Smithy I.

Inやfact╇やtheやRrstやseriesやofやresultsやprovidedやaやcoher-
ent sequence of dates for the monument, although two 
signiRcantlyやearlyやoutliersやwereやidentiRed╆やToやresolveや
outstanding questions raised by this interim model, 
four samples of human bone from further individuals 
interred in the mortuary area in Wayland�s Smithy I 
wereやsubmimedやforやdatingやinやｲｰｰｲ╆

Unfortunately╇やshortlyやaWerやtheやsecondやseriesやofや
measurements had been completed, a technical prob-
lemやwasやidentiRedやwithやtheやboneやpreparationやmethodや
used in the Oxford Laboratory (Bronk Ramsey et al. 
2004a; Bayliss, Bronk Ramsey et al. this issue). The 
resolution of this problem necessitated submission of 
a further series of samples.

In all cases, samples which were not likely to 
be from a secondary context were preferred. Of the 
fourteen dated individuals from the mortuary struc-
ture of Wayland�s Smithy I, ten were from individuals 
whose remains were recovered in an articulated or 
partially articulated state. These bones are very un-
likely to have been deposited more than a few years 
orや soや aWerや theや deathや ofや theや individualや concerned╇や
orや theyや wouldや haveや beenや dispersedや 〉Mantや ｱｹｸｷ╇や
ｷｱ╉やHaglundやｱｹｹｷ╉やManheinやｱｹｹｷ╉やRodriguezやｱｹｹｷ╉や
Roksandićやｲｰｰｲ《╆やTheやotherや fourやbonesやdatedやfromや
Wayland�s Smithy I were disarticulated, and so we 
have no information about how they were deposited 
in the monument, although on the basis of osteo-
logical duplications they were from a further four 
individuals. Similarly the four dated disarticulated 
bones from the chambers of Wayland�s Smithy II 
probably also come from distinct individuals (see be-
low). Thus, all specimens were selected to ensure that 
each dated sample was from a separate individual. 
This ensures that all dates included in the models are 
statistically independent (Bronk Ramsey 2001, 357). 
In addition, sampling locations on individual bones 
were chosen to avoid any areas showing previous 
use of consolidant or adhesives.

Theやotherやfourやsamplesやsubmimedやasやpartやofやtheや
recent dating programme were fragments of antler 
pick, derived from the mounds or from the base 
of ditches, where there is a plausible association 
between the sample dated and the actual archaeo-
logical events of monument construction. The sam-
ple of bulk charcoal dated in the 1960s is recorded 
as a branch or small trunk which was burnt in the 

clearance episode which immediately pre-dated the 
construction of the secondary mound and probably 
derived from part of the vegetation growing over 
mound I which was burnt in preparation for the 
construction of mound II.

Results

Twenty-three radiocarbon results are now available 
from Wayland�s Smithy (Table 1). They come from 18 
diTerentやhumanやskeletons╇やfourやantlerやpicks╇やandやoneや
carbonized branch or small trunk. All are single-entity 
samples (Ashmore 1999).

The results are conventional radiocarbon ages 
〉Stuiverや╄やPolachやｱｹｷｷ《╆やTheやcalibratedやdateやrangesや
provided in Table 1 have been calculated using the 
maximumやinterceptやmethodや〉Stuiverや╄やReimerやｱｹｸｶ《╈や
all other distributions are based on the probability 
methodや〉Stuiverや╄やReimerやｱｹｹｳ《╆やAllやresultsやhaveやbeenや
calibrated using OxCal (v3.10) (Bronk Ramsey 1995; 
1998; 2001) and data from Reimer et al. (2004).

Theや Rrstや sampleや fromやWayland‒sや Smithyや wasや
dated by Isotopes Inc. in 1963�4. This was processed 
and dated by gas proportional counting of carbon 
dioxide as described by Walton et al. (1961).

The series of samples dated at the Oxford Radio-
carbon Accelerator Unit in 2001 and 2002 were proc-
essed using the gelatinization protocol described by 
Bronk Ramsey et al. (2000). Following the discovery in 
the laboratory of a contamination problem associated 
with this method, in eleven cases the contaminated 
material was re-processed, graphitized, and dated, 
as described by Bronk Ramsey et al. (2004a). These 
results are denoted by an asterisk in Table 1. All the 
other samples dated at Oxford were processed using 
collagenやextractionや〉Lawや╄やHedgesやｱｹｸｹ╉やHedgesやet 
al. 1989), followed by the revised gelatinization and 
RltrationやprotocolやdescribedやbyやBronkやRamseyやet al. 
〉ｲｰｰｴa《╆やAllやsamplesやwereやdatedやbyやAMSやasやoutlinedや
in Bronk Ramsey et al. (2004b). 

In addition, four samples of human bone were 
dated by the Leibniz Labor für Altersbestimmung und 
Isotopenforschung, Christian-Albrechts Universität, 
Kielやinやｲｰｰｵ╆やTheやpowderedやboneやsamplesやwereやRrstや
treated with acetone, rinsed with demineralized water, 
and subsequently demineralized in hydrochloric acid 
(1%) (Grootes et al. 2004). To remove mobile humic ac-
ids, the demineralized bone was treated with sodium 
hydroxide (1% at 20°C for 1 hour), and again with 
hydrochloric acid (1% at 20°C for 1 hour). Bone gelatin 
was dissolved overnight in water (at 85°C and pH 3), 
Rlteredやthroughやaやpreまcombustedやｰ╆ｴｵやょmやporeやsilverや
Rlter╇やandやfreezeやdried╆やCombustion╇やgraphitization╇や
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Table 1.やRadiocarbonやmeasurementsやfromやWayland‒sやSmithyやlongやbarrow╆やResultsやdenotedやbyやさやhaveやbeenやundertakenやonやreまpuriRedやgelatinや〉seeや
Bayliss et al. this issue). Results denoted by � should not be used for dietary analysis: see text.

Laboratory 
no.

Sample no. and material Radiocarbon 
age (кш)

み13C 
(�)

み15N 
(�)

C:N 
ratio

Calibrated date 
range (95% 
conRdence《

Posterior density 
estimate at 95% 
probability unless 
otherwise stated

I�1468 charcoal, from a branch or small 
trunkやofやcarbonizedやwoodやsomeやｴやWや
(1.2 m) long, from berm and/or ditch 
RllやofやWayland‒sやSmithyやI╇やrelatingや
to the clearance of the site before the 
construction of Wayland�s Smithy II

4770±130 �25.0 
(assumed)

� � 3890�3120 cal. кл 3515�3405 cal. кл

OxA-13167* ws1, red deer (Cervus elaphus) antler 
pickや〉Rndやｸｲｸ《やfromやbaseやofやsecondaryや
ditchやinやcumingやｲｱ╇やatやNWやend

4649±41 �21.2 6.1 3.4 3630�3350 cal. кл 3470�3380 cal. кл

OxA-13244* ws2, red deer (Cervus elaphus) antler 
pickや〉Rndやｸｶｹ《やfromやbaseやofやsecondaryや
ditchやinやcumingやｱｹA╇やtowardsやNWやend

4683±39 �20.4 6.3 3.1 3630�3360 cal. кл 3470�3385 cal. кл

OxA-13168* ws3, red deer (Cervus elaphus) antler 
pickや〉Rndやｶｳｲ《やfromやchalkやrubbleやoverや
sarsen kerb of Wayland�s Smithy II, in 
cumingやｵD╉やchalkやrubbleやrepresentsやslipや
from the mound of Wayland�s Smithy II

4547±54 �22.6 4.8 3.3 3500�3090 cal. кл 3480�3310 cal. кл

OxA-13169* ws5, red deer (Cervus elaphus) antler 
pickや〉Rndやｷｷｸ《やinやdarkやlayerやinやcumingや
8, interdigitating with stone of primary 
construction, and so from mound of 
Wayland�s Smithy I

4634±45 �21.6 4.4 3.3 3620�3340 cal. кл 3530�3435 cal. кл

OxA-13203* ws6, human bone, right femur from 
adult male, articulated skeleton group 
1 in primary mortuary deposit

4749±38 �20.8 9.8 3.2 3640�3370 cal. кл 3600�3525 cal. кл

OxA-14769 ws7, human bone, right femur from 
adult male, articulated skeleton group 
2, overlying ws10 in primary mortuary 
deposit

4812±35 �20.6 10.5 3.2 3660�3520 cal. кл 3590�3525 cal. кл

OxA-14770 ws8, human bone, right femur from 
adult male, partially articulated 
skeleton group 7, overlying ws13 in 
primary mortuary deposit

4802±35 �20.7 10.1 3.3 3660�3520 cal. кл 3590�3525 cal. кл

OxA-14771 ws9, human bone, right femur from 
partially articulated adult male 
skeleton (bone group G) which shows 
clear evidence of carnivore scavenging, 
from upper layer of the primary 
mortuary deposit; stratigraphically 
later than ws16, and earlier than ws8

4749±34 �20.4 10.3 3.2 3640�3370 cal. кл 3605�3550 cal. кл 
〉ｸｴゾ《やor 3545�3525 
cal. клや〉ｱｱゾ《

OxA-14772 ws10, human bone, right femur from 
adult male, partially articulated 
skeleton group 11 in primary mortuary 
deposit

4787±34 �20.8 9.9 3.3 3650�3510 cal. кл 3595�3525 cal. кл

OxA-13175* ws11, human bone, right femur from a 
partially articulated adult ?male (bone 
group W), from the basal layer of the 
primary mortuary deposit, lying on the 
stone paving

4717±45 �20.7 9.3 3.2 3640�3360 cal. кл 3605�3550 cal. кл 
〉ｸｴゾ《やor 3545�3525 
cal. клや〉ｱｱゾ《

KIA-27623 ws12, human bone, right femur 
from adult male, from bone group 
F, in second to top layer of primary 
mortuary deposit

4750±32 �10.7� � � 3640�3370 cal. кл 3600�3525 cal. кл
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Laboratory 
no.

Sample no. and material Radiocarbon 
age (кш)

み13C 
(�)

み15N 
(�)

C:N 
ratio

Calibrated date 
range (95% 
conRdence《

Posterior density 
estimate at 95% 
probability unless 
otherwise stated

OxA-13170* ws13, human bone, right femur from 
adult male, partially articulated 
skeleton group K, overlying ws16, in 
primary mortuary deposit

4791±40 �20.4 10.4 3.4 3650�3380 cal. кл 3595�3525 cal. кл

KIA-276243 ws14, human bone, right femur from 
adult, possibly female (no articulation 
demonstrable), from bone group Q 
in third layer of primary mortuary 
deposit

4779±40 �25.7� � � 3650�3380 cal. кл 3600�3525 cal. кл

KIA-27625 ws15, human bone, right femur 
from adult male (possibly with some 
apposition), in bone group V, in basal 
layer of primary mortuary deposit

4713±37 �22.7� � � 3640�3370 cal. кл 3600�3550 cal. кл 
〉ｸｴゾ《やor 3545�3525 
cal. клや〉ｱｱゾ《

OxA-14471 ws16, human bone, right femur 
from adult male, with long bones 
inやappositionやfromやgroupやぼ╉や
stratigraphically earlier than ws13

4808±38 �20.9 10.1 3.2 3660�3520 cal. кл 3595�3525 cal. кл

OxA-13330 ws17, human bone, disarticulated 
right femur from adult male (bone 
group C), which shows clear evidence 
of carnivore scavenging, from 
upper layer of the primary deposit, 
stratigraphically later than ws9

4817±39 �20.8 9.8 3.2 3660�3520 cal. кл 3595�3525 cal. кл

KIA-27626 wsｱｸ╇やhumanやbone╇やleWやhumerusや
from an adult, probably female, from 
partially articulated bone group PB 8 
in upper layer of primary mortuary 
deposit

4714±36 �18.7� � � 3640�3370 cal. кл 3590�3520 cal. кл

OxA-13176* ws19, human bone, right femur from a 
probably originally partially articulated 
skeleton of a child, from the primary 
mortuary deposit, mainly among the 
material bone group PB 5 overlying 
ws13 and ws16; other material from 
north end of deposit and on stone 
paving

4809±44 �20.8 10.4 3.2 3650�3380 cal. кл 3590�3525 cal. кл

OxA-13171* ws20, human bone, disarticulated adult 
leWやmetatarsalやVやfromやwestやcornerやofや
Wayland�s Smithy II west chamber

4761±41 �20.9 10.1 3.3 3650�3370 cal. кл 3430�3370 cal. кл

OxA-13245* ws21, human bone, disarticulated adult 
right metatarsal V from west corner of 
Wayland�s Smithy II west chamber

4770±38 �20.8 10.4 3.1 3650�3380 cal. кл 3430�3375 cal. кл

OxA-13246* ws22, human bone, disarticulated adult 
leWやmetatarsalやVやfromやwestやcornerやofや
Wayland�s Smithy II terminal chamber

4603±35 �21.2 11.4 3.3 3500�3190 cal. кл 3450�3335 cal. кл 

OxA-13325 ws23, human bone, disarticulated adult 
right metatarsal V from north corner of 
Wayland�s Smithy II west chamber

4707±40 �20.4 9.9 3.1 3640�3360 cal. кл 3435�3365 cal. кл

Table 1.や〉cont╆《

and measurement procedures were those described 
by Nadeau et al. (1997; 1998). For sample KIA�27624, 
wsｱｴ╇やtheやinsolubleやorganicやresidueやonやtheやRlterやwasや
suUcientや toや beや datedや separatelyや asや aや checkや onや theや
degree of sample contamination. 13C/12C ratios were 

measuredやbyや theやAMSやsystemやsimultaneouslyやwithや
the 14C/12C ratio and used to correct this ratio for iso-
topicやfractionationや〉followingやStuiverや╄やPolachやｱｹｷｷ《╆や
These measurements are denoted by a � in Table 1 and 
should not be used for dietary analysis.
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Interpretations 

Four alternative chronological models for Wayland�s 
Smithy are discussed here. TheやdiTerencesやbetweenや
these models relate in essence to varying archaeologi-
cal interpretations of the structural sequence and use 
of Wayland�s Smithy II. Our approach to modelling 
the chronology of Wayland�s Smithy I is identical in 
allやfourやmodels╇やandやtheやdiTerencesやinやtheやresultantや
posterior density estimates for that part of the monu-
ment are trivial. 

A summary of the relative sequence of the depo-
sitionやofやidentiRedやindividualsやfromやWayland‒sやSmithyや
I is set out in Figure 3. In building a sequence for the 
primary mortuary deposit, the procedure relies not 
only on the observation of vertical and horizontal 
stratigraphic relationships but also on the assignment 
of particular bones to particular individuals. We have 
not been able to reconstruct all the skeletons nor as-
signやallやbonesやandやfragmentsやtoやspeciRcやindividualsや
with a similar degree of certainty, or in some cases 
with any certainty at all. As a result it is not possible 
to build a single sequence for all 14 individuals. This 
is further complicated because some individuals are 
stratigraphically isolated (e.g. articulated skeleton 
bone groups PB/WS1, PB/WS2). For example, in the 
case of PB/WS1 (dating sample ws6), intuitively we 
would expect this to be the last interment. However, 
thisやadultやmaleやwasやplacedやonやtheやSoorやofやtheやmortu-
ary structure, to the north of the main mass of mortu-
ary deposits without other remains below or above 
him, and so could have been interred at any time in 
the depositional sequence. All the models described 
below are insensitive to the precise reading of the 
depositional sequence of this individual.

We were, however, able to identify samples that 
discriminated all 14 individuals, and working with 
transparent overlays of the four layers, copied in 1986 
from the original plans drawn up by Richard Atkin-
son╇やwereやableやtoやoTerやshorterやsecureやstratigraphicalや
sequences. Because of the relative articulation of most 
of the individuals represented, we believe that order 
ofやdepositionやprobablyやreSectsやorderやofやdeath╆

Samplesやwsｱｶや〉boneやgroupやぼ《╇やwsｱｱや〉boneやgroupや
W) and ws15 are adult male right femora from basal 
deposits. Both ws16 and ws11 were in direct contact 
with the sarsen paving, and both specimens are of 
suUcientや sizeや andや fromや areasや ofや suUcientlyや denseや
accumulations of bone to preclude them having fallen 
throughやfromやlaterやdepositsやaWerやdisarticulation╆やAdultや
male right femur sample ws13 (bone group K) is later 
than sample ws16 as it directly overlies material which 
directly overlies ws16. It is part of a group of bones 

which consists of an articulated right lower limb and 
isやthereforeやnotやfromやanやindividualやwhoやdiedやaやsigniR-
cantly lengthy time before deposition. It is also very 
likely later than sample ws11, because it overlies ma-
terial which overlies basal deposits, although it does 
not have any direct vertical stratigraphic association 
with sample ws11. Sample ws13 is in turn overlain 
by parts of the articulated skeleton represented by 
sample ws8, and by parts of the child from which 
ws19 was taken (for which see below). Sample ws15 
was also in direct contact with the sarsen paving, but 
was from the eastern periphery of the central bone 
group and could have been displaced from a deposit 
stratigraphically later than ws16 and ws11. It was, 
however, overlain by ws10, ws12 (bone group F) and 
ws17 (bone group C).

 Sample ws14 is also basal, but is an incomplete 
right femur from the southwest periphery of the cen-
tral mass of bones. It is not directly overlain by any of 
the other samples and could have been displaced from 
a later deposit. Its place in the depositional sequence 
is therefore uncertain.

Maleや rightや femurや wsｱｰや 〉partや ofや articulatedや
skeleton bone group PB/WS11) is later than ws11 as 
it directly overlies material which directly overlies 
ws11. Its stratigraphic relationship to ws13 is unclear, 
but it too is certainly later than ws16. It is directly 
overlain by sample ws7 (articulated skeleton bone 
group PB/WS2).

Sample ws9 (bone group G) is later than ws16 
and ws11, but its stratigraphic relationship to ws13 
is also uncertain. It is overlain by ws8 (part of ar-
ticulated skeleton bone group PB/WS7). Sample ws9 
is also overlain by ws17 (bone Group C). However, 
group C consists of a pair of heavily canid-scavenged 
disarticulated femora and could potentially be from 
an individual who died earlier than the individuals 
stratigraphically below him. This relationship has 
therefore not been incorporated in the models. Parts 
of the articulated individual PB/WS7, from which ws8 
is drawn, overlie ws13.

Sample ws12 (bone group F) overlies ws9, ws13, 
ws16 and ws11, and is overlain by ws17, but it is from 
a bone group represented by only one bone and so 
could have been deposited at any point within the 
Wayland�s Smithy I sequence; for that reason it is 
not shown in the matrix of relationships on Figure 3. 
Sampleやwsｱｸ╇やaやfemaleやleWやhumerusや〉boneやgroupやｸ《╇や
is from the uppermost layer and overlies ws8, ws9, 
ws13 and ws16.

Sample ws6 is from the northernmost discrete 
articulated inhumation PB/WS1, who, as noted above, 
could have been placed at any time in the depositional 
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sequence, although we might well 
expectや himや toや beや theや Rnalや deposit╆や
Sample ws19 is a right femur from the 
single child in the mortuary group. 
It was located among material from 
bone group PB5, which overlies both 
ws13 and ws16. However, as noted 
above, the remains of this individual 
were somewhat dispersed. Bone 
group PB5 is from the southern part 
of the main depositional mass. Other 
bones from this child were located 
close to the northern margins of the 
deposit, a few centrally, and many 
were directly in contact with the 
pavedやSooring╆やAsやnotedやearlier╇やtheや
presence of a number of small un-
fused epiphyses strongly suggests 
that this individual was at least par-
tially articulated when deposited. 

AlthoughやweやareやconRdentやthatやweやhaveやdatedやallや
the individuals whose remains were interred in Way-
land�s Smithy I, there is less certainty about the dates 
of individuals potentially slain by arrowheads. In the 
case of the arrowhead associated with group Q, we do 
not know with which bone it was in direct association 
(the contextual information is simply �with bone group 
Q�). As noted above, all the material from this group 
wasやsubjectやtoやintenseやexaminationやforやfurtherやtracesや
ofやprojectileやinjuryやbutやnoneやwasやfound╆やTheやmaterialや
from bone group Q is overlain by both PB6 and PB7 
and it is possible that the arrowhead could have been 
lodged in either of these individuals and fell through 
to bone group Q following decomposition. Further-
more, bone group Q consists of the remains of at least 
two individuals: a probable female and a male.

The arrowhead with bone group 10 is also prob-
lematic. The contextual information states that the 
projectileやwasやfoundや】withやtheやpelvis‒╇やbutやthereやisやnoや
direct evidence to show that any of the bones in this 
groupやhadやactuallyやbeenやsubjectやtoやprojectileやtrauma╇や
and it is possible that in this case too the arrowhead 
has fallen out of an overlying corpse. However, as 
notedや aboveや andや elsewhereや 〉Schultingや ╄や Wysockiや
ｲｰｰｵ《╇やtheやchanceやofやaやSintやarrowheadやactuallyやstrik-
ing bone and leaving diagnostic evidence is low, with 
an expected frequency of about 25%. Bone group 10 
includes a pair of male innominates (part of the pelvis) 
andやaやleWやmaleやfemur╆やAssumingやthatやtheやassociatedや
arrowhead did strike this individual, dated specimen 
ws15 (male right femur, bone group V) is, on morpho-
metric and spatial grounds, the most likely to belong 
to this individual.

Theや Sintや arrowheadや tipや isや embeddedや inや theや
right innominate from bone group 12 and the third 
leaf-shaped arrowhead was found in direct asso-
ciation with this bone. Dated sample ws13 (male 
right femur, bone group K) is on morphometric and 
spatial grounds the most likely to belong to this 
individual. 

AWerやtheやpeopleやwereやinterredやinやtheやmortuaryや
structure of Wayland�s Smithy I, it seems likely that a 
mound was constructed over it. It is not in fact easy 
to distinguish the limits of the mound of Wayland�s 
Smithy I from that of Wayland�s Smithy II in the avail-
ableやcrossまsectionsや〉Whimleやｱｹｹｱ╇やRg╆やｶ《╇やandやWhimleや
〉ｱｹｹｱ╇やｶｸ《やevenやquestionedやbrieSyやwhetherやaやmoundや
existedやatやallやinやtheやRrstやphaseやofやtheやmonument╆やGivenや
theやexistenceやofやbothやtheやSankingやditchesやandやtheやovalま
shaped kerb of Wayland�s Smithy I, however, it seems 
economical to suppose that there was a low mound 
of some kind within kerb and ditches. It also seems 
sensible to envisage that this was not constructed until 
the use of the primary mortuary structure had ended. 
A succession of depositions is likely, most probably 
inserted from above rather than from one or other end 
of the mortuary structure because of its very limited 
width, and we have argued above that the mortuary 
structure was more probably some kind of long, nar-
row╇や liddedやboxやratherや thanやaやclosedやtentまlikeやaTairや
capable of bearing the load of a mound. This means 
that further human remains could not have been de-
posited within the mortuary structure once the mound 
had been raised. Sample ws5 is a piece of an antler 
pick from a dark layer in contact with the stone of the 
primary mortuary structure and has been interpreted 

Figure 3.やSummaryやofやrelativeやorderやamongやtheやidentiRedやandやdatedや
individuals from the Wayland�s Smithy I mortuary deposit.
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as the remains of a tool used in the construction of the 
mound over Wayland�s Smithy I.

AWerやtheやRrstやmoundやhadやbeenやbuilt╇やaやperiodやofや
disuse ensued. This is seen in primary, and a limited 
amount of secondary, silting in the ditches of the 
Rrstやmonument╇や andや inや theや charcoalやoverや theやbermや
andや inRllingやditches╇や especiallyや onや theや eastや side╇や ofや
Wayland�s Smithy I, which is interpreted as resulting 
from re-clearance of vegetation which had had time to 
growやoverやtheやmonumentや〉Whimleやｱｹｹｱ╇やｸｰ╉やAtkinsonや
1965, 132).

The preferred model
A chronological model for Wayland�s Smithy, incor-
poratingやtheやsiteやsequenceやpreferredやinやWhimleや〉ｱｹｹｱ《╇や
is shown in Figure 4. In this model, it is assumed that 
Wayland�s Smithy II was a unitary construction, with 
mound, kerb and chambers built all at more or less 
the same time. On this basis, there are three radiocar-
bon dates which are associated with this construction 
episode. Samples ws1 and ws2 are fragments of antler 
tools found on the base of the secondary ditch at the 
NW end. A third fragment of antler pick, ws5, was 
recovered from chalk rubble over the secondary kerb 
on the east side of the monument. We initially inter-
preted this deposit as slip from mound II, and thus 
all three samples should represent tools used in the 
construction of the second phase of the monument. 
Although all three samples produced statistically 
consistent radiocarbon measurements (T' = 4.2; T'(5%) 
= 6.0; よや└やｲ╈やWardや╄やWilsonやｱｹｷｸ《╇やtheやchronologicalや
model which includes this interpretation has poor 
overall agreement (Aoverall = 40.8%). This is because of 
the poor individual agreement for OxA-13168 (ws5; A 
= 15.4%), which appears to be later. A revised version 
of the model, that shown in Figure 4, incorporates 
the interpretation subsequently made that ws5 came 
from an episode of addition or maintenance later 
than the secondary construction itself. In fact, the 
posterior density estimates derived by variants of the 
modelや incorporatingや theseや diTerentや interpretationsや
of the taphonomy of ws5 are virtually identical, and 
the overall model is insensitive to this archaeological 
detail.

For the contents of the chambers of Wayland�s 
Smithy II, the very fragmentary nature of the mate-
rialやhasやinevitablyやconstrainedやsampleやselection╆やAやleWや
〉wsｲｰ《やandやaやrightや〉wsｲｱ《やmetatarsalやV╇やofやsuUcientlyや
diTerentやsizesやtoやindicateやtwoやindividuals╇やhaveやbeenや
selected from sub-assemblage 308 (W corner of W 
chamber). A right metatarsal V (ws23) from sub- 
assemblage 294 (N corner of W chamber), which is 
againやincommensurateやwithやtheやleWやmetatarsalやVやfromや

308, very likely represents a third individual. Finally, 
aやleWやmetatarsalやVや〉wsｲｲ《やfromやsubまassemblageやｳｰｷや
〉terminalや chamberや Rlling《やwasや alsoや selected╆やWhileや
one cannot say with absolute certainty that it does 
not belong with either of the two right metatarsals on 
osteological grounds, its location makes such an asso-
ciation less likely. The four specimens must represent 
at least three individuals and probably represent four 
individuals. A similar level of discrimination is not pos-
sible with any of the other material still available from 
Wayland�s Smithy II. In the model shown in Figure 4, 
these remains from Wayland�s Smithy II are assumed to 
be from people interred directly into its chambers. Such 
an assumption accords well with the demonstrable 
absence of ancestral remains from Wayland�s Smithy I, 
although that comparison does not of course by itself 
provide any certainty on the issue. 

The chronological model shown in Figure 4 has 
good overall agreement (Aoverall = 65.8%), suggesting 
that the radiocarbon dates do not contradict the read-
ingやofやtheやmonumentやsequenceやproposedやbyやWhimleや
〉ｱｹｹｱ《╆やThisやmodelやsuggestsやthatやtheやRrstやinhumationsや
were placed in the mortuary structure of Wayland�s 
Smithy I in 3610�3550 cal. кл (ｸｳゾや probability) or 
3545�3525 cal. кл (ｱｲゾや probability╉や startや Wayland‒sや
Smithy I: Fig. 4) or 3590�3555 cal. кл (ｶｷゾやprobability) 
or 3540�3535 cal. кл (ｱゾやprobability). Human remains 
ceased to be placed in the chamber in 3590�3520 cal. кл 
(ｹｵゾやprobability╉やendやWayland‒sやSmithyやI) or 3580�3550 
cal. кл (ｶｲゾやprobability) or 3535�3530 cal. кл (ｶゾやprob-
ability). Burial continued in the mortuary structure for 
between 1 and 65 years (ｹｵゾやprobability╉やuseやWayland‒sや
Smithy I: Fig. 5), probably for only 1�15 years (ｶｸゾや
probability) めやlessやthanやaやsingleやgeneration‶

The mound was thrown up over this mortuary 
structure in 3530�3435 cal. кл (ｹｵゾやprobability╉やOxAま
13169: Fig. 4), probably in 3520�3470 cal. кл (ｶｸゾや
probability). There was a gap preceding the mound 
of between 5 and 130 years (ｹｵゾやprobability╉やmortuaryや
structure & mound I: Fig. 5), probably of 40�100 years 
(ｶｸゾやprobability). 

AWerや theや constructionや ofや theや primaryやmound╇や
a second period of disuse ensued, lasting 1�75 years 
(ｹｵゾやprobability╉やIや╄やII: Fig. 5), probably for 1�35 years 
(ｶｸゾやprobability). 

The burning episode that cleared the site of en-
croaching vegetation then occurred before the unitary 
construction of Wayland�s Smithy II, which took place 
in 3490�3390 cal. кл (ｹｵゾやprobability╉や startやWayland‒sや
Smithy II: Fig. 4), probably in 3460�3400 cal. клや〉ｶｸゾや
probability). On the basis of the limited data available, 
the use of this monument ended in 3430�3265 cal. кл 
(ｹｵゾや probability╉や endやWayland‒sや Smithyや II), probably 
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in the middle decades of the thirty-
fourth century cal. кл (Fig. 4). This 
barrow was in use for between 1�185 
years (ｹｵゾやprobability╉や useやWayland‒sや
Smithy II: Fig. 5), probably for 4�125 
years (ｶｸゾやprobability).

A minor variant on this model, 
which allows the possibility that the 
chambers and kerb of Wayland�s 
Smithy II may have been free-stand-
ing for a while prior to construction 
of the secondary barrow, on the 
analogy of the Fussell�s Lodge long 
barrow (Ashbee 1966, 30; Wysocki et 
al. this issue), provides posterior den-
sity estimates which are practically 
identical to those produced by the 
model shown in Figure 4. This model 
is therefore not further reported in 
detail here.

A third variant model develops 
the idea that the chambers and kerb 
may have formed a free-standing 
phase of construction. This model in-
corporates the interpretation that the 
raising of the second mound formed 
the closing event of the monument, 
and so post-dates all the human 
remains found in the transepted 
chambers╆やThisやwouldやRndやparallelsやinや
those other instances where mounds 
or cairns can be seen as closing events, 
though the continuing accessibility 
of the chambers from the façade of 
Wayland�s Smithy II may make such 
a claim at this site less plausible. This 
model has poor overall agreement 
(Aoverall = 53.5%), because it is unlikely 
that all the dated individuals buried in 
the transepted chambers died before 
the barrow was constructed. Given 
the nature of the architecture of this 
phase, it is not unexpected at all that 
people could be interred in the acces-
sibleや chambersや aWerや theや monumentや
had been constructed. This model is 
therefore not shown here. 

Figure 4. Probability distributions of dates from Wayland�s Smithy. Each 
distribution represents the relative probability that an event occurs at a 
particular time. For each radiocarbon date, two distributions have been 
plomed╈やoneやinやoutlineやwhichやisやtheやresultやofやsimpleやradiocarbonやcalibration╇や
and a solid one based on the chronological model used; the �event� associated 
with, for example, KIA-67525, is the growth of the person whose bones 
were dated. The other distributions correspond to aspects of the model. For 
example, the distribution �start Wayland�s Smithy I� is the posterior density 
estimateやforやtheやRrstやburialやactivityやonやthisやsiteやTheやlargeやsquareやbracketsや
downやtheやleWまhandやsideやandやtheやOxCalやkeywordsやdeRneやtheやoverallやmodelや
exactly.

Figure 5. Probability distributions 
of the number of years during 
which various activities occurred at 
Wayland�s Smithy, derived from the 
model shown in Figure 4.
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In the fourth model, the se-
quence of Wayland�s Smithy I is 
treated in the same way as before but 
the chambers are envisaged as com-
ing anywhere in the overall sequence, 
possibly earlier than Wayland�s 
Smithy I but more feasibly contem-
porary or overlapping with it. In 
this case, the orthostatic chambers of 
Wayland�s Smithy II could have stood 
at the same time as the mortuary 
structure of Wayland�s Smithy I was 
in use, and on the same alignment. 
Given the lack of direct stratigraphic 
relationship between the transepted 
chambers and the monument of Way-
land�s Smithy I, this is a theoretically 
possible sequence. Analogies for this 
could be found elsewhere, for exam-
ple in southwest and northeast Scot-
land╇やwhereやlinearやsemingsやofやsmallerや
structures were later incorporated 
into a single monument, and a similar 
idea might be seen as being part of the 
layout of those Cotswold monuments 
with multiple lateral chambers. 

The posterior density estimates 
for the dates of construction of dif-
ferent parts of the monument overall 
provided by this model (Figs. 6�7) 
are very similar to those given by the 
previous models discussed. It can be 
seen, however, that the chronology of 
the human remains within this con-
text is very poorly known, if based on 
the results of the four disarticulated 
bone samples from the transepted 
chambers alone. The model estimates 
that the start of these deposits was 
in 3995�3390 cal. клや〉ｹｵゾやprobability╉や
start_Wayland�s Smithy II chambers: 
Fig. 6), probably in 3725�3530 cal. кл 
(ｶｸゾや probability), and the end was 
in 3515�2960 cal. кл (ｹｵゾやprobability╉や
end_Wayland�s Smithy II chambers: 
Fig. 6), probably in 3490�3295 cal. кл 

Figure 6. Probability distributions of dates from Wayland�s Smithy, 
according to the alternative archaeological reading where the transepted 
chambers of Wayland�s Smithy II could have been constructed at any time 
during the sequence of the monument. The format is identical to that for 
Figureやｴ╆やTheやlargeやsquareやbracketsやdownやtheやleWまhandやsideやandやtheやOxCalや
keywordsやdeRneやtheやoverallやmodelやexactly╆

Figure 7. Probability distributions 
of the number of years during 
which various activities occurred at 
Wayland�s Smithy, derived from the 
model shown in Figure 6.
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(ｶｸゾやprobability). The long tails on these distributions 
provide realistic estimates for the uncertainty in our 
knowledge of the chronology of this activity. It is 
salutaryや toや reSectやhowやmuchやofやourやunderstandingや
of the sequence of the earlier Neolithic in Britain is 
currently based on sites dated in a comparable fash-
ion‶やOnやaやmoreやoptimisticやnote╇やtheやresultsやfromやthisや
model, imprecise though they may be, do allow that 
this interpretation regarding the relative position of 
the Wayland�s Smithy II chambers may be true, that 
is, that they could have been constructed and used at 
the same time as Wayland�s Smithy I. 

Overall, however, though model 4 is possible and 
plausible╇やweやpreferやmodelやｱ╆やRegremably╇やthereやisやnowや
no more available dating material from Wayland�s 
SmithyやIIやandやthisやendsやasやaやmamerやofやarchaeologicalや
interpretationやandやjudgment╆やWeやthinkやthatやmodelやｱや
best catches what we understand of the development 
of Wayland�s Smithy, though other interpretations 
remainやopen╆やWeやgoやonやRnallyやnowやtoやdiscussやwiderや
implications.

Discussion 

This dating programme shakes our familiarity with 
the Wayland�s Smithy long barrow. The reputation 
of the excavators on the one hand and the frequent 
citation of the monument, especially the mortuary 
deposits in Wayland�s Smithy I, conspire together to 
encourage the view that we understand what went 
on there; this was a place of collective burial, perhaps 
involving predominantly successive rites, and of pro-
gressive monumentalization. While these characteri-
zations may be true, or partly so, they have been seen, 
over and over again, in a timeless vacuum, belonging 
somewhere in a period lasting centuries.

We now have to confront a much more precise 
chronology, which raises fresh questions and under-
lines how much we do not know about this remark-
able monument. Far from being a site which we can 
use for timeless discussion of mortuary rites and 
monumentalization in the early Neolithic in general, 
the results presented above make it striking how late 
the start of the sequence at Wayland�s Smithy really 
is. The mortuary structure of Wayland�s Smithy I was 
notやtheやRrstやactivityやtoやtakeやplaceやonやthisやsite╇やasやseenや
inやtheやevidenceやforやearlierやoccupationや〉Whimleやｱｹｹｱ《╇や
but compared with what had already happened not 
far away elsewhere in the thirty-eighth and thirty-
seventh centuries cal. кл, the situation at Wayland�s 
Smithyや fromや theや thirtyまsixthや intoや theや thirtyまRWhや orや
thirty-fourth centuries cal. кл may appear now rather 
unusual╆やByやtheやtimeやtheやRrstやpeopleやwereやdepositedや

in Wayland�s Smithy I, probably in the earlier thirty-
sixth century cal. кл, other long cairns and barrows 
wereやalreadyやoldやandやhadやindeedやbeenやlargelyやRnishedや
with: witness the other sites reported in this series, 
AscomまunderまWychwood╇やHazleton╇やWestやKennetやandや
Fussell�s Lodge (Bayliss, Bronk Ramsey et al. this issue; 
Meadowsやet al. this issue; Bayliss╇やWhimleや╄やWysockiや
this issue; Wysocki et al. this issue). The wooden box 
at Haddenham, with which the mortuary structure 
of Wayland�s Smithy I can best be compared 〉Whimleや
1991; Kinnes 1992), dates probably to the second half 
ofやtheやthirtyまseventhやorやtheやRrstやhalfやofやtheやthirtyまsixthや
centuries cal. клや〉Morganやｲｰｰｶ《╇やandやfromやthisやperspec-
tive the situation at Wayland�s Smithy may appear 
less unusual. The form of the Wayland�s Smithy I 
barrow is unusual, however, and its size modest, and 
this can no longer be ascribed to an early date or a 
putative stage in a developmental sequence, some-
thing akin to rotundae, say, which have been seen as 
developmentally early (Darvill 2004, ch. 3), since our 
preferred model presented above suggests a date from 
theや midまthirtyまsixthや toや theや midまthirtyまRWhや centuryや 
cal. кл for that barrow.

A second striking feature produced by the dating 
programme reported above is that the mortuary de-
posits of Wayland�s Smithy I, far from being represent-
ative of timeless and general rites in operation through 
the southern early Neolithic as a whole, acquire an 
unanticipated and unfamiliar immediacy. There are no 
signs here of much older remains of possible ancestral 
status. Though there are a few bone groups, detailed 
above, with incomplete and disarticulated remains, 
these are no older than the accumulation of articulated 
remains, and if not to do with in situ processes of decay 
or human intervention, may speak rather for some 
variation in both circumstance and mortuary rite. It 
is worth repeating the posterior density estimates for 
the use of Wayland�s Smithy I: even at the more cau-
tious probability estimate the site would have been 
occupied between 1 and 65 years (ｹｵゾやprobability╉やuseや
Wayland�s Smithy I: Fig. 5), and with the less cautious 
probability estimate, for only 1�15 years (ｶｸゾやprob-
ability《╆やAsや commentedや above╇や theや lamerや estimateや isや
comfortably within a single generation of use.

So what are the circumstances, quite late in the 
day as it were, which produced such a burst of con-
centrated accumulation? That it is hard to give a clear 
answer makes the point we are trying to establish: that 
the dating programme underlines our lack of wider 
understandingやwhileやreRningやtheやchronologyやofやtheや
individual site. It could be tempting to revert to a 
sense of special or unusual circumstance, to the nine-
teenth-century idea even of the burial at one time of a 
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chieWainやorやotherやimportantやpersonやwithやaccompany-
ingやamendantsやandやdependantsや〉Thurnamやｱｸｶｹ╇やｱｸｵむｶ╇や
summarized and discussed by Daniel 1950, 106�15). 
We could modify this to something like a small com-
munalやgroupやwhichやsuTeredやillnessやorやinjuryやoverやaや
short period of time, or even some kind of war party 
slain at a particular moment, akin say to the Talheim 
graveやinやtheやLBKや〉Wahlや╄やKönigやｱｹｸｷ《╉やtheやassemblageや
in the Wayland�s Smithy I mortuary deposit includes 
at least one and potentially three or more individuals 
whoやmayや haveや suTeredや possiblyや lethalや arrowheadや
strikes (and three out of fourteen individuals in one 
depositやmayやspeakやforやaやsigniRcantやdegreeやofや interま
personal violence), two individuals whose remains 
wereや subjectや toや canidや scavengingや beforeや interment╇や
and it is predominantly both adult and male. This 
episodeや belongsや toや theや periodや aWerや c. 3650 cal. кл 
when causewayed enclosures have been suggested 
to appear in the upper Thames valley (Barclay 2006), 
which can be seen as a time of tensions and competi-
tion. In such an interpretation, the mortuary deposit 
ofやWayland‒sやSmithyやIやwouldやRndやexplanationやasやanや
episode, an event of special circumstance, within the 
wider context of the times, rather than as the start of 
that self-awareness or self-consciousness which may 
characterizeやtheやsituationやatやAscomまunderまWychwoodや
in the thirty-eighth century cal. кл (Bayliss, Benson et 
al. this issue).

One argument against such a scenario is that the 
mortuaryやstructureやdoesやnotやappearやaやrushedやaTair╉や
rather, it is carefully built. The mortuary deposits are 
certainlyやnotやjumbledやasやinやtheやTalheimやdeposit╇やandや
there is a sense of ordered accumulation, carefully 
placed, in contracted posture, even if now over a 
much shorter period. If not a circular argument, the 
likely existence of a lidded wooden box also speaks 
for successive deposition. So we could fall back on a 
slightlyやlessやspeciRcやcombinationやofやcircumstanceやandや
context. What would that be? One answer may rest 
to a great extent on the sense of context and change 
through time. There is no great body of evidence for 
occupation of the high downland where Wayland�s 
Smithy lies in the Neolithic as a whole (summarized 
inや Whimleや ｱｹｹｱ《╆や Wayland‒sや Smithyや Iや incorporatesや
artefacts and evidence of limited previous occupa-
tion and activity possibly involving some clearance 
andや cultivationや 〉Whimleや ｱｹｹｱ╇や ｹｲ《╆や Oneや ofや theや fewや
neighbouring long barrows, at Lambourn, has now 
beenやbemerやdated╇やtoやtheやthirtyまeighthやorやthirtyまsev-
enth century cal. кл (Schulting 2000). The three reli-
able dates from Lambourn come from the ditch, and 
only two of them from the base of the ditch. These 
two (OxA-7692, 4870±45 кш, and OxA-7694, 4915±45 

кш) are statistically consistent (T' = 0.5; T'(5%) = 3.8;  
よ = 1) and suggest that Lambourn may be slightly 
earlier than Wayland�s Smithy I, perhaps falling in 
the earlier part of the thirty-seventh century cal. кл. So 
while there are inevitably uncertainties surrounding 
its chronology, the Lambourn long barrow could date 
to slightly earlier than the start of Wayland�s Smithy. 
At a similar date in the upper Thames valley, from the 
thirty-seventh into the thirty-sixth centuries cal. кл, 
by contrast, there had already been centuries of more 
visible occupation, and causewayed enclosures had 
appeared in some numbers from perhaps the middle 
of the thirty-seventh century cal. кл (Barclay 2006). 
From this perspective, we could see what was going 
on at locations like Wayland�s Smithy and Lambourn 
as the intake of previously peripheral situations, 
with small groups laying claim to summer pasture or 
land otherwise valuable to them. That scenario relies 
heavily on a sense of context, and says far less about 
theやspeciRcやcircumstancesやthatやledやtoやaやburstやofやquiteや
rapid deposition and the emphasis on adult males. 
There is too, an air of sudden abandonment, or un-
expected curtailment of mortuary use, perhaps more 
so here than at West Kennet at the end of the primary 
depositionやphaseや thereや 〉Bayliss╇やWhimleや╄やWysockiや
this issue). The empty, southern half of the mortuary 
pavingやsuggestsやaやstructureやultimatelyやunfulRlled╇やaや
spaceやreservedやbutやnever╇やseemingly╇やutilized╇やreSect-
ing perhaps the ad hoc nature of such episodic use. 
But the likely existence of a gap between the use of 
the mortuary structure and the mound of Wayland�s 
Smithy I does indicate a place where associations were 
maintained over a longer period of time.

Amachmentやtoやplaceやcouldやbeやoneやwayやtoやthinkや
about the later history of Wayland�s Smithy, if a rather 
general one. A further gap ensued between Wayland�s 
Smithy I and the initiation of Wayland�s Smithy II; in 
our preferred model above this gap was of some 1�75 
years (ｹｵゾやprobability╉やIや╄やII: Fig. 5), probably of 1�35 
years (ｶｸゾやprobability). Over this kind of timespan the 
siteやwasやnotやforgomen╆やInやourやpreferredやmodel╇やWay-
land�s Smithy II was initiated as a unitary construction, 
thoughやweやhaveやraisedやtheやpossibilityやofやaやdiTerentや
kind of building history, and this took place in the thir-
tyまRWhやtoやthirtyまfourthやcenturiesやcal╆やкл (3490�3390 cal. 
кл (ｹｵゾやprobability╉やstartやWayland‒sやSmithyやII: Fig. 4); in 
our preferred model, the use of this monument ended 
probably in the middle decades of the thirty-fourth 
century cal. кл. The evidence here is more constrained, 
but this appears now a strikingly late phenomenon. 
It is certainly later than the comparable monument 
ofやWestやKennetや 〉Bayliss╇やWhimleや╄やWysockiや thisや is-
sue), though it is probably too soon to say whether it 
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is later than all other transepted monuments, given 
seeminglyやquiteやlateやdatesやfromやMillbarrowや〉Whimleや
1994). The end of use of Wayland�s Smithy II might not 
long precede, and could even overlap, the appearance 
of cursus monuments in the upper Thames valley and 
elsewhereや〉Barclayや╄やBaylissやｱｹｹｹ《╆や

By comparison with West Kennet, the form monu-
mentalized at Wayland�s Smithy II would already have 
beenやold╆やWeやareやdeniedやbemerやunderstandingやofやtheや
rites of deposition in this phase of the monument by 
the poor survival of the deposits. We could refer the 
style of monument simply to some generalized notion 
of tradition, but the form chosen might suggest a more 
conscious harking back to ideas and practices already 
old. If there was still a need to lay claim to place and 
land, part of the possession of this location may have 
been seen now to reside in a sense of history. There has 
been some discussion in the literature about the crea-
tion of deliberately archaic forms in Cotswold monu-
ments╇やfocusingやonやtheやtreatmentやofやtheやSanksやofやcairnsや
(Grimes 1960; Darvill 1982; Britnell 1984; Saville 1990). 
WhileやtheやspeciRcやissueやofや 】extraまrevetment‒やmaterialや
now looks less likely to be the basis for such a practice, 
form as a whole could be a much more potent tool in 
the deliberate creation of history and myth. With these 
results, we can no longer assume that a particular form 
of architecture goes with a particular form of deposition 
and identical context (compare Thomas 1988). Creating 
Wayland�s Smithy II in this particular form would align 
both its builders and the forebears already interred in 
Wayland�s Smithy I with the heroic earlier generations 
who set up West Kennet and Windmill Hill, some 25�30 
km to the southwest, whose renown could still have 
echoed some 150 years or so later around the downland 
communities and beyond. 

Notes

ｱ╆や WeやhaveやretainedやtheやnumberingやsystemやusedやinやWhimleや
(1991). Dating samples are given as ws1, ws2, etc. 

2. It should be noted that the laboratory number for this 
sampleやwasやincorrectlyやgivenやasやIまｲｳｲｸやinやWhimleや〉ｱｹｹｱ╇や
80), following Council for British Archaeology (1971).

ｳ╆や TheやnonまsolubleやfractionやremainingやaWerやtheやseparationや
of the bone gelatin was also dated, producing a result of 
4485±35 кшや〉withやaやみ13C value of �21.8��). The age dif-
ference of 295±53 кшや〉や├ｵ╆ｶやゎ《やindicatesやcontaminantsやofや
moreやrecentやageやinやtheやsample╆やAsやRlteringやremovesやnonま
soluble contaminants from the gelatin and concentrates 
them in the residue, and the gelatin fraction contained 
nine times more carbon than the residue fraction, the 
ageやofやtheやgelatinやshouldやbeやreliable╆やTheやorganicやRlterや
residues of the three other samples yielded well below 
1 mg of carbon, not enough for a precise and reliable 
AMSやmeasurement╆
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